
The backsmart solutions 

for mum and baby.

Maternity 
Solutions



Gynnie OB/GYN Stretcher
Intuitive patient positioning.

Gynnie combines the trademark durability and features of a standard 
stretcher with optimum OB/GYN functionality. Ideal for pelvic exams and 
general use, this multifunctional stretcher can outfit an entire emergency 
department. Gynnie can be configured with optional OB/GYN accessories 
for even greater functionality.

Glideaway siderails swing up and 
out for mum’s comfort and provide a 

zero transfer gap when lowered.

Ultra Comfort Support 
Surface with heat-sealed seams 
help prevent fluid collection.

Retractable fifth wheel helps 
improve mobility during transport.

Optional calf supports enhance 
patient comfort and make patient 
positioning even easier.

Four wheel, steel ring brakes with 
dual side and head activators to help 

secure platform and increase accessibility.

Pelvic exam conversion. Three easy 
steps to convert the stretcher into a pelvic 
exam configuration with self-locking 
stirrups.

Self-locking stirrups makes 
positioning mum easy and ensures 
her security.

Dual pedestal hydraulics 
help optimise stability.



Healthcare workers make more worker’s 
compensation claims for injury than any 

other occupation - more than construction 

labourers, firefighters, and police officers.2

Patented Lock-Rite foot 
section glides off for quick 

and easy breakdown.

Length-adjustable footrests provide 
multiple leg positioning capabilities.

Ergonomic Design

Today’s labour and delivery needs have grown more 
challenging. With increasing patient weights 1, routine 
epidurals, older mums and various birthing options, 
come more complex labour and delivery needs. The 
result? Greater physical demands on you. At the same 
time, parents are more informed and expect the best 
possible birthing experience.

Our length-adjustable footrests and calf supports, 
Lock-Rite foot section, Skoocher and electric 
Trendelenburg help get mum comfortable and 
enhance caregiving whilst BackSmart protects your 
back.

Convenient controls
One-touch electric 
Trendelenburg and patented 
Skoocher allow customised 
positioning with minimal 
effort.

Ultra Comfort mattress with 
integrated, high-memory egg 
crate topper promotes comfort.

LD304 Birthing Bed
Position bed to mum.

Patented Skoocher feature 
moves mum closer to the perineal edge 
of the bed with the touch of a button.

In one easy motion, the LD304 Birthing bed’s 
unique footrests and calf supports adjust to 
any patient and sustain multiple positions 
to enhance labour and delivery as well as 
clinical procedures. Positioning capabilities 
include upright sitting, squatting, McRobert’s 
manoeuvre, lithotomy, side lying, knee/chest 
and kneeling/leaning forward.



There are few moments in life more important than 
the time a mother first spends with her newborn. 
These first moments of an infant’s life are special - 
it’s during this time that a mother bonds skin-to-skin 
with her newborn, creating warmth and 
establishing an emotional connection.

A new idea in the world of bassinets, Nära’s 
simple design brings mums close to their newborns 
during the time when closeness matters most.

Nara Bassinet
When closeness matters most.

Narrow cabinet design helps to 
promote mother-to-infant closeness 
from the bedside.

Height adjustablility provides ergonomic 
positioning for caregivers, and mother-to-infant 
closeness, regardless of bed height.

Two-way drawers offer 
easy access to storage, helping 
limit disturbance to the 
newborn. Soft-close drawers 
are secure during transport 
with magnetic catch.

Soft-edge basket with 
tilting feature provides 
access and visibility to infant 
for mum and caregivers. The 
basket is secured to the base 
by three points of contact for 
peace of mind.

• Carefully designed features help allow for 
   mother-to-infant closeness.

• Simple design helps ensure ease of use and 
   mobility for caregivers and helps to enhance 
   interaction for mothers.

• Constructed and engineered for ease of cleaning and 
   dependable durability.

Cub Paediatric Crib
When care matters most.

Retracting backrest 
reduces the gap against the 
siderail while swing-open 
access doors allow easy 
patient care.

Optional protective top
can be equipped with 
intermediate support 
position on each side.

Lowered siderails 
All four siderails can be 
lowered to provide 
unobstructed access which 
allows caregivers to have 
360 degree access.

Responsible paediatric care 
demands a stretcher specifically 

designed around versatility, access 
and ease of use. The Cub Paediatric 
Crib is designed to support efficient 

care practices while the warm, 
friendly appearance cultivates a 

healing environment for small 
children and their families.

Activation points require two adult-size 
hands to use, ensuring activations are 

deliberate and baby remains in the crib.

Silent access doors swing open 
without disturbing a sleeping child. 

All four doors have features to 
ensure a child cannot open them 

from the crib.

Retractable fifth wheel helps 
improve mobility during transport.



Stryker Furniture
For a complete maternity suite.

Premium space-saver.

The Symmetry Sleeper Bench provides an 
easy-to-use and flexible seating solution for 

family visits and overnight stays. The low 
height design allows the Symmetry Sleeper Bench 
to be easily stored in areas where space is limited.

Symmetry Sleeper Bench

Durability and comfort. 

With Stryker’s Recliner Bed, expect durability 
without compromising comfort. Three highly 
versatile positions (chair, lounge and full 
flat-bed) will help family and friends feel right 
at home in mum’s suite.

Symmetry II Recliner Bed

Lounge Position Full Flat-bed PositionChair Position

Home-like comfort.

Promote a comfortable environment for mum by providing 
home-like comfort her family. Stryker sleepers are available in a 

variety of fabrics and stains that harmonise the entire patient suite.

Symmetry II Sleeper Chair

Chair Model

Symmetry Plus Recliners

A healing environment for mum.

Recliners promote recovery by helping mums get out 
of bed faster. Our Treatment Recliner features an 
infinite number of recline positions and full flat-bed 
position. Each Patient Room Recliner has a 159 kg 
weight capacity and option of stationary or mobile 
configuration. The Rocker Recliner and Wall-Saver 
both provide unmatched comfort and styling. 

Bedside Tables & TruFit Overbed Table

Aesthetic. Practical.

Bedside tables include cross-lockable casters. TruFit Overbed 
Table easily slips under beds, stretchers and mobile recliners, 
with several different configurations to suit your maternity 
suite’s needs.

MAC-308 S MAC-307 SMAC-305-3 TruFit Overbed Table

Symmetry II Patient & Guest Seating

Comfort. Practicality.

Symmetry seating offers comfortable, stylish 
alternatives for your patient rooms. With 

several models to choose from, you have the 
opportunity to customise your healthcare 

environment, including a lightweight, 
stackable Steel Chair for maximum versatility.



Customer support services

Technical support
Stryker technical support comprises a team of professionals available to help with your maternity needs. Contact via phone at 1 800 667 558 
or email at ssptechservices@stryker.com.

ProCare service from Stryker
Product reliability is just the beginning of the Stryker commitment to lifetime customer satisfaction. Stryker utilises advanced metrics to 
ensure equipment uptime and assist customers in achieving their patient and caregiver goals.

ProCare service solutions are customisable and scalable to any budget. All ProCare offerings are supported by our talented factory-trained 
Stryker technicians, ensuring all equipment and documentation is maintained to the highest standards.

All ProCare agreements provide:
• Stryker-authorised service representative
• Stryker-direct factory parts
• Two-hour callback response time
• Fixed service costs up front
• Increased uptime
• 24-72 hour equipment turnaround time*
*Based on the provisions of the Service Agreement and the location of the product.

Flex financial program 
Our financial programs provide a range of smart alternatives designed to fit your organisation’s needs. We offer flexibility beyond a cash 
purchase with payment structures that can be customised to meet budgetary needs and help to build long-term financial stability. Contact 
your account manager for more information.
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A healthcare professional must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when deciding whether to 
use a particular product when treating a particular patient. Stryker does not dispense medical advice and recommends 
that healthcare professionals be trained in the use of any particular product before using it.  The information presented 
is intended to demonstrate the breadth of Stryker product offerings. A healthcare professional must always refer to the 
package insert, product label and/or instructions for use before using any Stryker product. Products may not be available 
in all markets because product availability is subject to the regulatory and/or medical practices in individual markets. 
Please contact your Stryker representative if you have questions about the availability of Stryker products in your 
area.  Stryker Corporation or its divisions or other corporate affiliated entities own, use or have applied for the following 
trademarks or service marks: Stryker. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners or holders.

For more information please contact your local Stryker sales representative.
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